OPEN LECTURE

THEORETICAL NURSING,
DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS

PROFESSOR AFAF IBRAHIM MELEIS, PhD, DRPS (HON) FAAN

Thursday June 10th, 2010 kl 10 am– 12p.m.

Location: H2 Aula, Alfred Nobels Allé 23, Huddinge

Afaf Meleis is Dean and professor at the School of Nursing, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Her book, “Theoretical Nursing: Development and Progress” is an international classic textbook with nursing science. In this comprehensive book, Professor Meleis guides us through the discipline of nursing’s historical journey to contemporary questions in theory development. In a recent release, “Transitions Theory: Middle Range and Situation Specific Theories in Nursing Research and Practice,” Professor Meleis has further developed her universally well known transitions theory.

The Division of Nursing, at Karolinska Institute is very honoured to be able to host Professor Meleis in this exciting open lecture!

Coordinator annele.clason@ki.se